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Canyon Echoes was inspired by a book called The Flute Player, a simple and
beautifully illustrated retelling of an Apache folktale by Michael Lacapa. It is
the story of two young Apaches from different areas of a large canyon,
where the streams ripple and the wind sings in the cottonwoods. They meet
at a Hoop Dance, and dance only with each other. The next day, as the gir:
works up the side of the canyon in her father's fields, the boy sits below by
a stream and plays his flute for her (flute-playing was a common manner of
courtship). She puts a leaf in the stream which flows down to him, so he
knows she hears. This continues for a time, until the boy is woken one
morning and told he is of age to join the hunt - a journey of some weeks,
leaving momentarily. The girl still listens each day for the flute until, feeling
abandoned, she falls ill and dies. \'<'hen the boy returns, he runs to play for
her - but there is no lea£ \'<'hen he learns of her death, he runs into the
hills, and his flute still echoes when the breezes blow through the
cottonwoods, and the streams ripple in the canyon. (Katherine Hoover)
Mountain Songs were completed in 1985 and they have quickly taken
their place in the repertoire as a classic. The entire collection numbers eight
songs, and while the cycle is based on folk material each song is original
and through-composed. The new melodies, dialogues, harmonies, and
architecture spring, sui generis, from the traditional strophic tunes. I11"
Barbara Allen four extant versions of the popular melody are taken and..__)
interwoven heterophonically. The frolic tune Cincfy invokes the minstrel
song spirit with fiddler's slides, perilous cross-rhythms, and mock
hesitations, all to be performed 'with rambunctious charm.'
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The Petite suite medieval was inspired by the Renaissance. The four
movements were written using church modes, and quotations from the
music of Renaissance French composers are sprinkled throughout. The
climax is in the third movement, where Demillac specifically refers to a
poem by Pierre de Ronsard, leader of the most important school of French
poetry and the man credited with elevating the French language to the same
level as classical Latin and Greek.
The Sonatine (Hommage a Theodosii Spassov) was composed in 1999.
The flute part takes its inspiration from the playing style of the great
Bulgarian flutist, Theodosii Spassov, while the guitar is often used as
percussion or traditional Balkan stringed instrument. Moving away from the
system of accompanied melody, I developed the possible features of each
instrument and enhanced the interplay of the two players. The first
movement is built on the rhythm of 5/8+7 /8. This gives the feeling of an
increasingly complicated polyrhythmic stream that ends with a canon
between the two instruments. The second movement overlaps two
Q nmeasured melodies which are almost independent from each other. The
ornamentation of the flute part is reminiscent of traditional singing. The
third movement features a traditional Serbian theme in the rhythm of 9/8.
(Atanas Ourkouzounov)

Three Bagatelles from China West is written in three movements, with
the original version for flute and piano, and another version for two flutes.
The authentic folk music from China West has amazed and inspired me to
write this piece, which has the folk music elements drawn from the solo
piece, Shange Diao (lll~im!) played on the wind instrument Lerong
(Wl~), as well as the musical pattern played on the small mouth wind
instrument Kouxian (i:l ~i) of the Jingpo People (iiU!iiMc); the solo piece
Nai Guo Hou (I'.J:u{~) played on the wind instrument Bawu (E~), as
well as the pitch material sung in the folk song Ashima (IJiiJi=a=Eb) of the Yi
People (~~); the folk song Dou Duo (!fe~), as well as the sound effect
f the Lusheng ensemble playing (is~~~) of the Miao People (EB~).
(Chen Yi)

